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Our OCCGuarantee® fabrics are 100% 
organic and regenerative cotton fabrics, 
free from chemicals and toxins, and entirely 
manufactured in Europe (between Spain 
and Portugal) by fabric manufacturers 
specifically chosen for the high quality 
of their production processes.   

These manufacturers are strategic partners who share our 
values and have signed a strict code of conduct to ensure 
ethical and non-harmful production processes for both 
people and the planet. Our entire basic line of fabrics is 
crafted and delivered in the original natural colours of cotton 
fibres, just as they naturally occur from the seed. No dyes or 
additional harmful chemical processes are used, reflecting 
the way cotton was cultivated and woven in ancient times.

What is an OCCGuarantee® fabric?

We offer our basic line of fabrics in up to 9 different 
natural shades, ranging from pure white to dark brown, 
including cream and green tones. If preferred, we can 
dye or print our fabrics in any colour, always using natural 
dyes without chemical processes or toxic products.

We manufacture fabrics with three types of high-quality 
cotton, all sourced from fair trade agricultural projects in 
Brazil, Egypt, and Turkey. These cottons are 100% organic and 
regenerative, and we use them to create both our basic Knit 
fabrics and any type of Knit and Woven fabrics on demand.

 — OCCRegenerative® Brazil fabrics

 — OCCByodinamic® Egypt fabrics

 — OCCRegenerative® Turkey fabrics
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Fabrics made from our Brazilian Naturally 
Colorgrown cotton from the seed, a cotton of 
different local varieties that grows naturally in 
different shades of colours, such as the varieties 
“Branco Aroeira” and “Branco Mocó” (ecru and ivory 
shades), the “BRS Rubí” (reddish-brown colour), 
or the “BRS Verde” (pale green colour). Combining 
fibres from these 3 colours, we produce yarn in up 
to 6 different shades of browns, greens and ecru.

Our entire basic line of naturally coloured cotton 
fabrics is available in any of these shades, and they are 
crafted with compacted and combed cotton yarns 
of count Ne 30s spun by our partner Spoerry 1866. 
On demand, we can manufacture any type of Knit and 
Woven fabric crafted with a wide range of yarn counts.

OCCRegenerative® 
Brazil fabrics
(Ref. OCCR-BR-)
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Fabrics made from Egyptian Pima cotton of different 
Giza varieties, the finest cotton in the world, with 
silky and extra-long staple fibres. Available in cream 
shades (from the Giza 86 or Giza 90 varieties) or natural 
white shades (from the Giza 86 or Giza 92 varieties). 

With these cotton varieties, we create fabrics in 
natural cream tones and in the purest natural white 
possible, without the need for highly polluting and 
toxic bleaching chemical processes. Our basic line of 
Egyptian cotton fabrics is crafted with compacted 
and combed cotton yarns of Ne 40 count. Upon 
request, we can manufacture any type of knit and 
woven fabric using compacted and combed cotton 
yarns with yarn counts ranging from Ne  14 to 120.

OCCByodinamic® 
Egypt fabrics 
(Ref. OCCB-EG-)
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Fabrics made from Turkish Aegean cotton, 
considered one of the best varieties of Upland 
cotton in the world due to its long staple fibres, 
natural shine, and softness, high homogeneity, 
and bonding with minimal yellowing. Our entire 
basic line of Aegean Pima cotton fabrics is crafted 
with compacted and combed cotton yarns of 
gauge 30 and is offered in the natural ecru colour of 
the cotton fibres. On demand, we can manufacture 
any type of knit and woven fabric using compacted 
and combed cotton yarns with counts Ne 30 and 40.

All our fabrics are made of 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton, except for some references 
that include a bit of elastane, necessary for 
the correct use of the fabric in the garment.

OCCRegenerative® 

Turkey fabrics
(Ref. OCCR-TK-)
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Additionally to the fabrics of our three types of organic and regenerative 
cotton, we also offer fabrics made from 100% non-regenerative 
organic cotton, and 100% recycled organic cotton:

 — OCCGuarantee® 
Fabrics Essential 
(Ref. OCCGE-) 

Fabrics manufactured with 100% organic 
cotton from Turkish origin. Spun under the 
quality requirements of the Global Organic 
Textile Standards (GOTS) in Turkey and woven 
in Barcelona (Spain) and Portugal. They 
are available in a natural cream colour.

 — OCCGuarantee® Fabrics 
Recycle program
(Ref. OCCGRP-) 

Flat fabrics made with 50% organic cotton from 
Brazilian origin, naturally coloured + 50% Tencel 
Refibra®. Spun and woven in Barcelona (Spain. 
They are available in light natural brown colours.

OCCRegenerative® 

Turkey fabrics
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Discover the captivating 
natural colour palette of our 
OCCGuarantee® fabrics.

 — Immerse yourself in the authentic beauty 
as our fabrics are expertly fashioned with 
yarns that preserve the original, untouched 
shades of each unique cotton variety.

 — Experience the subtle, yet striking, natural 
tones woven into our fabrics, achieved by using 
yarns from a single cotton variety or a fusion 
of different cotton strains. Elevate your style 
with the essence of nature in every yarn.
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Wh001
Egiptian white
100% Giza 92
(OCCBiodynamic Egypt)

Ec002
Egiptian cream
100% Giza 95
(OCCBiodynamic Egypt)

Ec001
Aegean ecru 1
100% Aegean
(OCCRegenerative Turkey)

Br103
Red brown 
15% BRS Rubí / 
85% Branco Mocó
(OCCRegenerative Brazil)

Gr108
Pastel green 1 
50% BRS Verde / 
50% Branco Mocó
(OCCRegenerative Brazil)

Gr105
Green brown 
50% BRS Verde / 
BRS Rubí 50% 
(OCCRegenerative Brazil)

Gr104
Pastel green 2 
15% BRS Verde / 
85% Branco Mocó
(OCCRegenerative Brazil)

Br107
Pastel brown 1 
50% BRS Rubí / 
50% Branco Mocó
(OCCRegenerative Brazil)

Br102
Pastel brown 2 
30% BRS Rubí / 
70% Branco Mocó
(OCCRegenerative Brazil)

Natural Colour palette
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Finest organic and 
regenerative cotttons 
for a better world
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What if none of our references 
meets your requirements? 
At Organic Cotton Colours, we can reproduce any knit 
or woven organic cotton fabric based on a physical 
sample or technical specifications. Below, we outline the 
minimum production quantities for each type of fabric:

 — Knitted fabrics: 100 kg (Depending on the fabric 
weight, approximately 150-350 meters).

 — Knitted and woven fabrics: According to each project.

 — Thick, medium, and towel woven fabrics: 500 meters 
per reference.

 — Fine woven fabrics: 2000 meters per reference.

 ʃ These quantities may vary depending on the desired weight, 
width, and structure. The project will be assessed, and a 
tailored minimum production will be offered in each case.

Do you need a custom fabric?

Dyeing Process
We can dye any fabric with GOTS certified inks 
based on a Pantone TPX or TCX shade. The 
minimum production for fabric dyeing is:

 — Knitted fabrics: 120 meters per fabric and colour.

 — Knitted and woven fabrics: According to the project.

 — Woven fabrics, thick, medium, and towel: 200 meters 
per fabric and colour.

 — Fine woven fabrics: 200 meters per fabric and colour.

Colour Sample (lap dip)
For producing a colour sample in fabric, we require the 
code for the shade according to Pantone TPX or TCX.  

The cost of the colour sample is €40 per colour.

 ʃ If the production is confirmed, we will refund 
100% of the colour sample cost. 
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Printing process
We print any fabric according to the provided 
design using GOTS certified dyes. We 
offer two types of printing services:

All-over Screen Printing 
We can print fabrics with a width ranging from 
135cm to 200cm. The minimum production 
is 200 meters per fabric and print.

Digital All-over Printing
The minimum production is 120 meters per 
fabric and design, and we can print up to 
200cm in width without colour limitations. 

Since the technique requires a semi-bleaching 
of the fabric with a minimum quantity of 50 
linear meters, to produce the production 
sample, the corresponding amount for 20 
meters of already printed fabric must be paid.

All-over Screen Printing: 
Technique and Support

Screen
 — In this case, we can combine up to 5 colours.

 — The cost of each colour screen is an additional 
€200 to the price of the printed fabric.

Cylinder
 —  In this case, we can combine up to 8 colours.

 — The cost of each cylinder is €300 per added 
colour to the price of the printed fabric.

 — Price for a printed sample with a 
cylinder or screen = €80.

 — If production is confirmed, the entire cost 
will be refunded in the final invoice.
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Do you need to develop
a specific print? 
We offer the creation of unique patterns and 
rapports, as well as a wide range of pre-existing 
designs ready for use. Feel free to inquire about 
additional manufacturing services we provide.

Digital Print or Screen Printing 
Sample (Strike Off)
For the production of print samples, we 
require the design file to be submitted in 
vector format, .ai or .eps, traced, with final 
production measurements and true colours. 

In the case of all-over prints (spanning 
the entire width of the fabric), it’s 
essential to combine the design so that 
the rapport can seamlessly repeat across 
the fabric, ensuring a perfect fit.

Cost of print sample (strike off) and/or 
positional screen printing = From €50 to €80. 

Depending on the design, print dimensions, 
and the number of colours, the cost of each 
screen will be approximately: €30-€50.

 ʃ If production is confirmed, we will 
refund 100% of the sample cost.
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Our OCCRegenerative® Brazil fabrics (Ref. OCCR-
BR) embody the essence of 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton, showcasing the natural 
hues in which the cotton fibres emerge from 
the seed: ecru, green, and brown. We abstain 
from applying chemical fixatives that would isolate 
the fabrics from natural elements. This ensures 
the cotton remains vibrant within the fabric, alive 
and responsive. Through washing and exposure 
to sunlight, the fabric evolves. Every wash, 
every sunbeam, influences the fabric’s tone. 

The natural ecru, green, and brown colours 
may undergo shifts, particularly in contact with 
water, darkening subtly. This phenomenon is 
more pronounced in the green and brown tones 
but is also observed in the ecru hue. When 
exposed to light, the colours may significantly 
lighten. When hanging the garments to dry, we 
recommend choosing a spot where the garment 
isn’t directly exposed to sunlight, preserving 
the organic, dynamic nature of our fabrics.

Do you have 
doubts about 
the actual 
tone of one of 
our fabrics? 
In our online store, you 
can find photographs of all 
of them where we aim to 
be respectful of the true 
tone of the fabric. If you 
still have uncertainties, 
feel free to request a 
sample for verification.

But why do the fabrics have 
different tones before washing 
or exposure to sunlight?

This occurs because not all the cotton 
varieties we harvest have the same 
tone. Additionally, exposure to light 
and rainwater, along with the natural 
nourishment from the soil in which 
they are cultivated, will modify the 
shade of our OCCRegenerative® 
Brazil organic cotton.

Another factor that may cause the fabrics 
not to maintain a consistent tone is that, 
once spun, we blend naturally coloured 
brown or green with raw fibre to achieve 
a longer fibre and better fabric quality. 
Depending on the blend (for example, 50% 
brown + 50% raw - 30% brown + 70% raw), 
the final tone of the fabric will also vary.

Why isn’t the colour of our OCCRegenerative®- Brazil 
naturally coloured cotton fabrics always the same?
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Do you want to communicate to 
your customers that your garments 
are crafted with the finest cotton 
for both people and the planet?
With the purchase of our fabrics, we include 
complimentary OCCGuarantee® labels, allowing you to 
provide your customers with information about the cotton’s 
origin, health benefits, traceability, and the positive 
environmental and socio-economic impact associated 
with each garment made with OCCGuarantee® cotton.

 ʃ We offer free and unlimited space (for your collection) 
on our website to enhance the visibility of your brand.

 ʃ We showcase your project to our followers as 
an OCCGuarantee® Brand with Soul on our blog 
and social media platforms. Elevate your brand 
with a story that goes beyond fashion.
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Our OCCGuarante® labels incorporate 
the following information:

 —  The traceability guarantee seal “OCCGuarantee® 
FROM SEED TO GARMENT.”

 —  The brand of the cotton type used in the fabric: 
OCCRegenerative® Brazil, OCCRegenerative® 
Turkey, or OCCByodinamic® Egypt.

 — The statement “100% organic and regenerative cotton.”

 — A QR code to access our informational capsules 
with audio visual material illustrating:

 — The type of cotton used in the garment and a 
description of the social project in organic and 
regenerative agriculture from which it originates. 

• Indicators of positive socio-economic and environmental 
impact generated by the customer’s purchase of the garment.

• Health benefits for the user’s skin by using 
chemical-free and non-toxic cotton fabrics.

• The description of the cotton’s custody chain in 
its transformation process into fabric, from seed 
planting to final fabric assembly, with the guarantee 
that all actors and suppliers in the transformation 
chain are GOTS and BCorp certified.
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 — To provide you with a comprehensive solution in marketing 
garments and collections crafted with our fabrics, we’ve 
developed ribbons and cords made from our organic cotton.

 — Additionally, we produce printed textile labels 
using our organic cotton ribbon. These labels are 
printed in Barcelona with vegetable dyes.

 — The minimum production for brand labels per design 
is 1 roll of 100 meters of ribbon, yielding approximately 
1300 to 1600 labels, depending on the model.

 — We offer three ribbon widths in natural raw 
colour: 15mm, 20mm, and 30mm, and two widths 
in natural brown colour: 20mm and 30mm.

 — — Based on the label design, we will provide 
you with the production price per label and the 
associated minimum production quantity. Labels are 
delivered cut and folded to your specifications.

 — The screen printing cost ranges between 
€40 and €80, depending on the design.

Do you need 100% organic and 
sustainable labels for your brand?
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A bit of additional 
information
The shrinkage value varies 
between 4% and 7% in the 
first wash, depending on each 
fabric. We recommend washing 
fabrics with cold water or at a 
maximum temperature of 30°C 
and using natural detergents.

For orders exceeding 200 meters 
per reference, you can request a 
specific production price. We can 
reproduce any knit or flat fabric with 
OCCGuarantee® organic cotton. 

For more information, you 
can contact us at:

 ʃ  info@organiccottoncolours.com

 ʃ  +34 972 835 995

All our products are subject to market availability. 
Prices are valid except for typographical 
errors or significant changes in price. 

Organic Cotton Colours is a certified GOTS 
(CU 832882) company for all cotton processing 
units. Therefore, we can create any fabric or 
final cotton garment under this 100% organic 
cotton seal. If you need to obtain the GOTS 
Transaction Certificate for the fabrics we 
have available in stock, you must request it in 
advance. This process incurs additional costs.

All references are available for online ordering at 
https://shop.organiccottoncolours.eco/en/shop. 

In our online store, apart from fabrics 
currently in stock, you can find surplus from 
occasional productions that are not continued, 
offered at reduced prices, as well as pre-
sales of new references available soon.
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Do you want to receive 
the complete sample 
book of fabrics? 
We have a comprehensive Sample 
Book with most of the references 
available in stock. You can request 
it through our online store or 
by sending us an email to:  

 ʃ info@organiccottoncolours.com
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Fabrics in stock.
Specifications
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* Specifications:  Compacted and combed

Fabrics in stock. Specifications

REFERENCE COTTON ORIGIN KNIT / WOVEN NATURAL COLOR MATERIAL WIDTH
(m)

WEIGHT 
(g/m2)

YARN 
COUNT* (Ne)

OCCR-TK-W2000-E OCCRegenerative® Turkey Canvas Ecru 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 2,20 320 10-8/1 oe  x 

2/2 oe

OCCG-00010 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Interlock jacquard Dark brown 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 1,70 240 30/1

OCCG-9002 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Single jersey Dark brown 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 1,60 160 30/1

OCCG-9002-E OCCRegenerative® Brazil Single jersey 
4% elastane Light brown 96% organic and regenerative 

cotton / 4% elastane 1,85 175 30/1

OCCG-9007 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Single jersey stripes 
light brown-ecru Light brown/ecru 100% organic and 

regenerative cotton 1,60 160 30/1

OCCG-9010 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Rib jersey Light brown 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 1,60 200 30/1

OCCG-9023 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Openwork dots Light brown 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 1,60 170 30/1

OCCG-9028 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Square weave Ecru 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 1,45 190 30/1

OCCG-9030 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Square weave Dark brown 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 1,45 190 30/1

OCCG-9032 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Denim Ecru 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 1,50 380 16/2 x 16/2

OCCG-9060 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Tricot knit Dark brown 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 1,20 200 30/1

OCCG-9071 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Brushed Fleece Dark brown 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 1,90 315 30/1
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Fabrics in stock. Specifications

* Specifications:  Compacted and combed

REFERENCE COTTON ORIGIN KNIT / WOVEN NATURAL COLOR MATERIAL WIDTH
(m)

WEIGHT 
(g/m2)

YARN 
COUNT* (Ne)

OCCG-9072 OCCRegenerative® Brazil French terry Dark brown 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 1,90 315 30/1

OCCG-9073 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Pique knit Light brown 100% organic and 
regenerative cotton 2,00 185 30/1

OCCG-9078-E OCCRegenerative® Brazil Rib 1X1 4% elastane Light brown 96% organic and regenerative 
cotton / 4% elastane 1,50 250 30/1

OCCGRP-9017 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Twill Dark brown 50% organic and regenerative 
cotton / 50% Tencel®Refibra 1,85 175 30/1 x 30/1

OCCGRP-9018 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Light panama Dark brown 50% organic and regenerative 
cotton / 50% Tencel®Refibra 1,85 175 30/1 x 30/1

OCCB-EG-W2001-E OCCRBiodynamic® Egypt Canvas Ecru 100% organic and 
biodynamic cotton 1,65 365 20/3x20/3

OCCGE-0001 OCCGEssential- Turkey Interlock jacquard Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,70 240 30/1

OCCGE-0002 OCCGEssential- Turkey Interlock plain Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,40 190 30/1

OCCGE-9000 OCCGEssential- Turkey Single jersey Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,60 160 30/1

OCCGE-9000-A OCCGEssential- Turkey Single jersey Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,60 110 30/1

OCCGE-9000-E OCCGEssential- Turkey Single jersey 
4% elastane Ecru 96% organic cotton 

/ 4% elastane 1,85 175 30/1

OCCGE-9005-E OCCGEssential- Turkey Single jersey 
8% elastane Ecru 92% organic cotton 

/ 8% elastane 2,00 240 30/1
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Fabrics in stock. Specifications

* Specifications:  Compacted and combed

REFERENCE COTTON ORIGIN KNIT / WOVEN NATURAL COLOR MATERIAL WIDTH
(m)

WEIGHT 
(g/m2)

YARN 
COUNT* (Ne)

OCCGE-9008 OCCGEssential- Turkey Rib jersey Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,60 200 30/1

OCCGE-9008-A OCCGEssential- Turkey Rib jersey Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,60 260 30/1

OCCGE-9015 OCCGEssential- Turkey Brushed Fleece Ecru 100% organic cotton 2,10 315 30/1

OCCGE-9018-E OCCGEssential- Turkey Rib 2X2  4% elastane Ecru 96% organic cotton 
/ 4% elastane 1,20 445 30/1

OCCGE-9020 OCCGEssential- Turkey Saten Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,45 195 30/1

OCCGE-9021 OCCGEssential- Turkey Openwork clouds Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,60 170 30/1

OCCGE-9027 OCCGEssential- Turkey Pique knit Ecru 100% organic cotton 2,00 185 30/1

OCCGE-9037 OCCGEssential- Turkey Double Muslin Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,60 115 40/1 x 40/1

OCCGE-9040 OCCGEssential- Turkey Rib 2X2 Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,15 190 30/1

OCCGE-9041 OCCGEssential- Turkey Rib jersey 8X2 
4% elastane Ecru 96% organic cotton 

/ 4% elastane 1,00 180 30/1

OCCGE-9042 OCCGEssential- Turkey Tricot Rib 20X4 Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,00 220 30/1

OCCGE-9045 OCCGEssential- Turkey Micro terry Ecru 100% organic cotton 2,05 260 30/1
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Fabrics in stock. Specifications

REFERENCE COTTON ORIGIN KNIT / WOVEN NATURAL COLOR MATERIAL WIDTH
(m)

WEIGHT 
(g/m2)

YARN 
COUNT* (Ne)

OCCGE-9046 OCCGEssential- Turkey Velour Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,85 280 30/1

OCCGE-9047 OCCGEssential- Turkey Polar Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,90 270 30/1

OCCGE-9050 OCCGEssential- Turkey Tricot knit Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,20 200 30/1

OCCGE-9051 OCCGEssential- Turkey French terry Ecru 100% organic cotton 2,10 315 30/1

OCCGE-9068-E OCCGEssential- Turkey Rib 1X1  4% elastane Ecru 96% organic cotton 
/ 4% elastane 1,50 250 30/1

OCCGE-9070 OCCGEssential- Turkey Waffle Ecru 100% organic cotton 1,33 295 30/1

* Specifications:  Compacted and combed
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Fabrics in stock.
Price List
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Fabrics in stock. Price List

REFERENCE ORIGIN KNIT/ WOVEN NATURAL COLOR WIDTH 
(m)

WEIGHT 
(g/m²)

OCCR-TK-W2000-E OCCRegenerative® Turkey Canvas Ecru 2,20 320

OCCG-00010 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Interlock jacquard Dark brown 1,70 240

OCCG-9002 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Single jersey Dark brown 1,60 160

OCCG-9002-E OCCRegenerative® Brazil Single jersey 
4% elastane Light brown 1,85 175

OCCG-9007 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Single jersey stripes 
light brown-ecru Light brown/ecru 1,60 160

OCCG-9010 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Rib jersey Light brown 1,60 200

OCCG-9023 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Openwork dots Light brown 1,60 170

OCCG-9028 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Square weave Ecru 1,45 190

OCCG-9030 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Square weave Dark brown 1,45 190

OCCG-9032 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Denim Ecru 1,50 380

OCCG-9060 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Tricot knit Dark brown 1,20 200

OCCG-9071 OCCRegenerative® Brazil Brushed Fleece Dark brown 1,90 315

* % discount compared to Range 1

Prices by ranges (meters). Discount by ranges * and price per meter

R. 1
1-9 m

R. 2
10-24m

R.  3
25-49 m

R.  4
50-99 m

R.  5
100-199 m

R.  6
200-499 m

R.  7
500-999 m

R.  8
>1000 m

0% -10% -20% -25% -30% -32,5% -35,0% -37,5%

11,25 € 10,13 € 9,00 € 8,44 € 7,88 € 7,59 € 7,31 € 7,03 €

17,12 € 15,41 € 13,70 € 12,84 € 11,98 € 11,56 € 11,13 € 10,70 €

10,85 € 9,77 € 8,68 € 8,14 € 7,60 € 7,32 € 7,05 € 6,78 €

14,28 € 12,85 € 11,42 € 10,71 € 10,00 € 9,64 € 9,28 € 8,93 €

10,85 € 9,77 € 8,68 € 8,14 € 7,60 € 7,32 € 7,05 € 6,78 €

12,92 € 11,63 € 10,34 € 9,69 € 9,04 € 8,72 € 8,40 € 8,08 €

12,53 € 11,28 € 10,02 € 9,40 € 8,77 € 8,46 € 8,14 € 7,83 €

8,21 € 7,39 € 6,57 € 6,16 € 5,75 € 5,54 € 5,34 € 5,13 €

11,97 € 10,77 € 9,58 € 8,98 € 8,38 € 8,08 € 7,78 € 7,48 €

14,95 € 13,46 € 11,96 € 11,21 € 10,47 € 10,09 € 9,72 € 9,34 €

11,54 € 10,39 € 9,23 € 8,66 € 8,08 € 7,79 € 7,50 € 7,21 €

29,36 € 26,42 € 23,49 
€

22,02 
€ 20,55 € 19,82 € 19,08 € 18,35 €
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REFERENCE ORIGIN KNIT/ WOVEN NATURAL COLOR WIDTH 
(m)

WEIGHT 
(g/m²)

OCCG-9072 OCCRegenerative® 
Brazil French terry Dark brown 1,90 315

OCCG-9073 OCCRegenerative® 
Brazil Pique knit Light brown 2,00 185

OCCG-9078-E OCCRegenerative® 
Brazil Rib 1X1 4% elastane Light brown 1,50 250

OCCGRP-9017 OCCRegenerative® 
Brazil Twill Dark brown 1,85 175

OCCGRP-9018 OCCRegenerative® 
Brazil Light panama Dark brown 1,85 175

OCCB-EG-W2001-E OCCRBiodynamic® 
Egypt Canvas Ecru 1,65 365

OCCGE-0001 OCCGEssential- 
Turkey Interlock jacquard Ecru 1,70 240

OCCGE-0002 OCCGEssential- 
Turkey Interlock plain Ecru 1,40 190

OCCGE-9000 OCCGEssential- 
Turkey Single jersey Ecru 1,60 160

OCCGE-9000-A OCCGEssential- 
Turkey Single jersey Ecru 1,60 110

OCCGE-9000-E OCCGEssential- 
Turkey

Single jersey 
4% elastane Ecru 1,85 175

OCCGE-9005-E OCCGEssential- 
Turkey

Single jersey 
8% elastane Ecru 2,00 240

* % discount compared to Range 1

Prices by ranges (meters). Discount by ranges * and price per meter

R. 1
1-9 m

R. 2
10-24m

R.  3
25-49 m

R.  4
50-99 m

R.  5
100-199 m

R.  6
200-499 m

R.  7
500-999 m

R.  8
>1000 m

0% -10% -20% -25% -30% -32,5% -35,0% -37,5%

29,01 € 26,11 € 23,21 € 21,76 € 20,31 € 19,58 € 18,86 € 18,13 €

16,39 € 14,75 € 13,11 € 12,29 € 11,47 € 11,06 € 10,65 € 10,24 €

16,37 € 14,73 € 13,10 € 12,28 € 11,46 € 11,05 € 10,64 € 10,23 €

15,63 € 14,07 € 12,50 € 11,72 € 10,94 € 10,55 € 10,16 € 9,77 €

13,69 € 12,32 € 10,95 € 10,27 € 9,58 € 9,24 € 8,90 € 8,56 €

18,63 € 16,77 € 14,90 € 13,97 € 13,04 € 12,58 € 12,11 € 11,64 €

15,82 € 14,24 € 12,66 € 11,87 € 11,07 € 10,68 € 10,28 € 9,89 €

10,81 € 9,73 € 8,65 € 8,11 € 7,57 € 7,30 € 7,03 € 6,76 €

8,67 € 7,80 € 6,94 € 6,50 € 6,07 € 5,85 € 5,64 € 5,42 €

6,48 € 5,83 € 5,18 € 4,86 € 4,54 € 4,37 € 4,21 € 4,05 €

12,46 € 11,21 € 9,97 € 9,35 € 8,72 € 8,41 € 8,10 € 7,79 €

18,66 € 16,79 € 14,93 € 14,00 € 13,06 € 12,60 € 12,13 € 11,66 €

Fabrics in stock. Price List
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REFERENCE ORIGIN KNIT/ WOVEN NATURAL COLOR WIDTH 
(m)

WEIGHT 
(g/m²)

OCCGE-9008 OCCGEssential- Turkey Rib jersey Ecru 1,60 200

OCCGE-9008-A OCCGEssential- Turkey Rib jersey Ecru 1,60 260

OCCGE-9015 OCCGEssential- Turkey Brushed Fleece Ecru 2,10 315

OCCGE-9018-E OCCGEssential- Turkey Rib 2X2  4% elastane Ecru 1,20 445

OCCGE-9020 OCCGEssential- Turkey Saten Ecru 1,45 195

OCCGE-9021 OCCGEssential- Turkey Openwork clouds Ecru 1,60 170

OCCGE-9027 OCCGEssential- Turkey Pique knit Ecru 2,00 185

OCCGE-9037 OCCGEssential- Turkey Double Muslin Ecru 1,60 115

OCCGE-9040 OCCGEssential- Turkey Rib 2X2 Ecru 1,15 190

OCCGE-9041 OCCGEssential- Turkey Rib jersey 8X2 
4% elastane Ecru 1,00 180

OCCGE-9042 OCCGEssential- Turkey Tricot Rib 20X4 Ecru 1,00 220

OCCGE-9045 OCCGEssential- Turkey Micro terry Ecru 2,05 260

* % discount compared to Range 1

Prices by ranges (meters). Discount by ranges * and price per meter

R. 1
1-9 m

R. 2
10-24m

R.  3
25-49 m

R.  4
50-99 m

R.  5
100-199 m

R.  6
200-499 m

R.  7
500-999 m

R.  8
>1000 m

0% -10% -20% -25% -30% -32,5% -35,0% -37,5%

10,48 € 9,43 € 8,38 € 7,86 € 7,34 € 7,07 € 6,81 € 6,55 €

14,13 € 12,72 € 11,30 € 10,60 € 9,89 € 9,54 € 9,18 € 8,83 €

23,28 € 20,95 € 18,62 € 17,46 € 16,30 € 15,71 € 15,13 € 14,55 €

20,00 € 18,00 € 16,00 € 15,00 € 14,00 € 13,50 € 13,00 € 12,50 €

17,83 € 16,05 € 14,26 € 13,37 € 12,48 € 12,04 € 11,59 € 11,14 €

10,76 € 9,68 € 8,61 € 8,07 € 7,53 € 7,26 € 6,99 € 6,73 €

14,65 € 13,19 € 11,72 € 10,99 € 10,26 € 9,89 € 9,52 € 9,16 €

11,50 € 10,35 € 9,20 € 8,63 € 8,05 € 7,76 € 7,48 € 7,19 €

7,14 € 6,43 € 5,71 € 5,36 € 5,00 € 4,82 € 4,64 € 4,46 €

7,21 € 6,49 € 5,77 € 5,41 € 5,05 € 4,87 € 4,69 € 4,51 €

8,54 € 7,69 € 6,83 € 6,41 € 5,98 € 5,76 € 5,55 € 5,34 €

17,95 € 16,16 € 14,36 € 13,46 € 12,57 € 12,12 € 11,67 € 11,22 €

Fabrics in stock. Price List
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* % discount compared to Range 1

Prices by ranges (meters). Discount by ranges * and price per meter

REFERENCE ORIGIN KNIT/ WOVEN NATURAL COLOR WIDTH 
(m)

WEIGHT 
(g/m²)

OCCGE-9046 OCCGEssential- 
Turkey Velour Ecru 1,85 280

OCCGE-9047 OCCGEssential- 
Turkey Polar Ecru 1,90 270

OCCGE-9050 OCCGEssential- 
Turkey Tricot knit Ecru 1,20 200

OCCGE-9051 OCCGEssential- 
Turkey French terry Ecru 2,10 315

OCCGE-9068-E OCCGEssential- 
Turkey Rib 1X1  4% elastane Ecru 1,50 250

OCCGE-9070 OCCGEssential- 
Turkey Waffle Ecru 1,33 295

R. 1
1-9 m

R. 2
10-24m

R.  3
25-49 m

R.  4
50-99 m

R.  5
100-199 m

R.  6
200-499 m

R.  7
500-999 m

R.  8
>1000 m

0% -10% -20% -25% -30% -32,5% -35,0% -37,5%

24,09 € 21,68 € 19,27 € 18,07 € 16,86 € 16,26 € 15,66 € 15,06 €

22,67 € 20,40 € 18,14 € 17,00 € 15,87 € 15,30 € 14,74 € 14,17 €

8,88 € 7,99 € 7,10 € 6,66 € 6,22 € 5,99 € 5,77 € 5,55 €

22,93 € 20,64 € 18,34 € 17,20 € 16,05 € 15,48 € 14,90 € 14,33 €

12,98 € 11,68 € 10,38 € 9,74 € 9,09 € 8,76 € 8,44 € 8,11 €

15,69 € 14,12 € 12,55 € 11,77 € 10,98 € 10,59 € 10,20 € 9,81 €

Fabrics in stock. Price List
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